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Abstract

Mobile systems, such as smartphones and tablets, incorporate a diverse set of I/O devices, such as camera, audio devices, GPU, and sensors. This in turn results in a large number of diverse and customized device drivers running in the operating system kernel of mobile systems. These device drivers contain various bugs and vulnerabilities, making them a top target for kernel exploits [78]. Unfortunately, security analysts face important challenges in analyzing these device drivers in order to find, understand, and patch vulnerabilities. More specifically, using the state-of-the-art dynamic analysis techniques such as interactive debugging, fuzzing, and record-and-replay for analysis of these drivers is difficult, inefficient, or even completely inaccessible depending on the analysis.

In this paper, we present Charm¹, a system solution that facilitates dynamic analysis of device drivers of mobile systems. Charm’s key technique is remote device driver execution, which enables the device driver to execute in a virtual machine on a workstation. Charm makes this possible by using the actual mobile system only for servicing the low-level and infrequent I/O operations through a low-latency and customized USB channel. Charm does not require any specialized hardware and is immediately available to analysts. We show that it is feasible to apply Charm to various device drivers, including camera, audio, GPU, and IMU sensor drivers, in different mobile systems, including LG Nexus 5X, Huawei Nexus 6P, and Samsung Galaxy S7. In an extensive evaluation, we show that Charm enhances the usability of fuzzing of device drivers, enables record-and-replay of driver’s execution, and facilitates detailed vulnerability analysis. Altogether, these capabilities have enabled us to find 25 bugs in device drivers, analyze 3 existing ones, and even build an arbitrary-code-execution kernel exploit using one of them.

¹Charm is open sourced: https://trusslab.github.io/charm/

1 Introduction

Today, mobile systems, such as smartphones and tablets, incorporate a diverse set of I/O devices, e.g., camera, display, sensors, accelerators such as GPU, and various network devices. These I/O devices are the main driving force for product differentiation in a competitive market. It is reported that there are more than a thousand Android device manufacturers and more than 24,000 distinct Android devices seen just in 2015 [1]. Therefore, one smartphone vendor might use a powerful camera so that its smartphone would stand out in this market, while another might be the first to incorporate a fingerprint scanner.

Such diversity has an important implication for the operating system of mobile systems: a large number of highly diverse and customized device drivers are required to power the corresponding set of distinct I/O devices. Device drivers run in the kernel of the operating system and are known to be the source of many serious vulnerabilities such as root vulnerabilities [78]. Therefore, security analysts invest significant effort to find, analyze, and patch the vulnerabilities in them. Unfortunately, they face important deficiencies in doing so. More specifically, performing dynamic analysis on device drivers in mobile systems is difficult, inefficient, or even impossible depending on the analysis. For example, some dynamic analyses, including introspecting the driver and kernel state with a debugger (such as GDB) and record-and-replay, requires the driver to run within a controlled environment, e.g., a virtual machine. Unfortunately, doing so for device drivers running in the kernel of mobile systems is impossible. As another example, a kernel fuzzer, such as kAFL [65] or Google Syzkaller [7], can be used to find various types of bugs in the operating system kernel including device drivers. Unfortunately, fuzzing the device drivers in mobile systems encounters various disadvantages. First, using kAFL requires running the driver in an x86-based virtual machine, which is not possible for mobile drivers.
Second, using Syzkaller directly on mobile systems is challenging due to (i) lack of support for latest fuzzing features, such as new kernel sanitizers \([9–12]\) and (ii) lack of access to the system’s console without using a specialized adapter \([8]\).

In this paper, we present Charm, a system designed to facilitate dynamic analysis of device drivers of mobile systems in order to find and investigate the vulnerabilities in them. Our key contribution in Charm that makes this possible is a system solution for the execution of mobile I/O device drivers within a virtual machine on a different physical machine, e.g., a workstation. Such a capability overcomes the aforementioned deficiencies. That is, since the device driver executes within a virtual machine, it enables the analyst to use various dynamic analyses including manual interactive debugging, record-and-replay, and enhanced fuzzing.

Executing a mobile system’s device driver within a workstation virtual machine is normally impossible since the driver requires access to the exact hardware of the I/O device in the mobile system. We solve this problem using a technique called remote device driver execution. With this technique, the device driver’s attempts to interact with its I/O device are intercepted in the virtual machine by the hypervisor and routed to the actual mobile system over a customized low-latency USB channel. In this technique, while the actual mobile system is needed for the execution of the infrequent low-level I/O operations, the device driver runs fully within a virtual machine and hence can be analyzed. Figure 1 shows the high-level idea behind Charm.

Remote device driver execution raises two important challenges, which we address in this paper. First, interactions of a device driver with its corresponding I/O device are time-sensitive. Hence the added latency of communications between the workstation and mobile system can easily result in various time-out problems in the I/O device or driver, as our own experience with our earlier Charm prototypes demonstrated. We address this challenge with a customized USB channel. Quite importantly, our solution does not require any customized hardware for the connection to the mobile system. It leverages the commonly available USB interface and hence makes our solution immediately available to security analysts.

Second, in addition to interacting with the I/O device’s hardware, a device driver interacts with several other modules in the operating system kernel including a bus driver, the power management module, and the clock management module. These modules, which we refer to as “resident modules”, cannot be moved to the virtual machine since they are needed in the mobile system for the usage of the USB channel. We address this challenge with a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface for the remote device to interact with these modules in the mobile system. We build our RPC solution at the boundary of common Linux APIs. Therefore, different device drivers of different mobile systems can use the same RPC interface, reducing the engineering effort to apply Charm to new device drivers.

We implement Charm’s prototype using an Intel Xeon-based workstation and three smartphones: LG Nexus 5X, Huawei Nexus 6P, and Samsung Galaxy S7. We implement remote device driver execution for two device drivers in Nexus 5X, namely the camera and audio drivers, for the GPU device driver in Nexus 6P, and for Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor driver in Samsung Galaxy S7. Altogether, these drivers encompass 129,000 LoC. We choose four distinct device driver from three vendors to demonstrate the ability of Charm to support a diverse set of device drivers in various mobile systems. We have released the source code of Charm as well as the kernel images configured for the supported drivers. The former enables security analysts to support new device drivers, while the latter enables them to immediately apply different dynamic analysis techniques to the set of device drivers that Charm already supports.

Our current prototype of Charm only supports open source device drivers. Fortunately, kernel source code (including drivers) is often available for Android devices. In practice, the kernel is often released by vendors soon after launch, e.g., in the case of Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ \([19]\). Moreover, kernels released by the vendors are integrated into custom Android projects (such as LineageOS, which supports 200 devices at the time of this writing \([18]\)), providing bootable Android images. These projects also provide instructions to unlock the bootloader on supported devices in order to deploy these images. Therefore, we believe that Charm is useful for many (if not most) Android devices. However, there are still a large number of closed source device drivers, which Charm cannot currently support. Therefore, as part of our future work, we plan to support closed source drivers in Charm too \((8)\).

Using extensive evaluation, we demonstrate the following. First, we show that it is feasible to add support
for new device drivers in Charm in a reasonable amount of time. Second, we show that despite the overhead of remote device driver execution, Charm’s performance is on par with actual mobile systems. More specifically, we show that a fuzzer can execute about the same number of fuzzing programs in Charm and hence achieve similar code coverage in the driver. Third, we show that Charm enables us to find 25 bugs in drivers including 14 previously unknown bugs (several of which we have already reported) and two bugs detected by a kernel sanitizer not available on the corresponding mobile system’s kernel. Fourth, we show that we can record and replay the execution of the device driver, which, among others, can help easily recreate a bug without needing the mobile system’s hardware. Finally, we show that it is feasible to use a debugger, i.e., GDB, to analyze various vulnerabilities in these drivers. Using this ability, we have analyzed three publicly reported vulnerabilities and managed to build an arbitrary-code-execution kernel exploit using one of them.

2 Motivation

Our efforts to build Charm is motivated by our previous struggles to analyze the device drivers of mobile systems in order to find and understand vulnerabilities in them. In this section, we discuss three important dynamic analysis techniques: manual interactive debugging, record-and-replay, and fuzzing. We discuss the current challenges in applying them to device drivers of mobile systems and briefly mention how Charm overcomes these challenges.

2.1 Manual Interactive Debugging

Security analysts often use a debugger, such as the infamous GDB, to analyze a vulnerability or a reported exploit. A debugger enables the analyst to put breakpoints in the code, investigate the content of memory when and where needed, and put watchpoints on important data structures to detect attempts to modify them. Unfortunately, performing these debugging actions on device drivers is typically infeasible as they run in the kernel of the mobile system’s operating system. Kernel debugger, KGDB, tries to address this challenge by providing support for interactive debugging for the operating system kernel. However, using KGDB for the kernel of mobile systems is either infeasible, is difficult to use, or requires a specialized adapter. More specifically, KGDB requires console access, which can be made available through the UART hardware. Unfortunately, some mobile systems do not have the UART hardware, and hence do not support KGDB. Moreover, some other systems, e.g., some Xperia smartphones, have the UART hardware, but accessing it requires opening up the system, finding the UART pins, and soldering connections [14], which is a difficult and error-prone task. Finally, some systems have the UART hardware and connect it to the audio jack for easy access, e.g., Nexus devices [20]. Console access in this case is relatively easier but still requires a specialized adapter cable [15].

Charm solves this problem. It enables the security analysts to analyze the device driver since the driver runs within a virtual machine. To demonstrate this point, we have used GDB to analyze 3 vulnerabilities in Nexus 5X camera driver (reported on Android Security Bullets [2]). Moreover, we have also used GDB to help construct an exploit that can gain arbitrary code execution in the kernel using one of these vulnerabilities.

2.2 Record-and-Replay

Record-and-replay is an invaluable tool for analyzing the behavior of a program, including device drivers. It enables an analyst to record the execution of the device driver and replay it when needed. Imagine that a certain run of a device driver results in a crash (e.g., when being fuzzed). Recreating the crash might not be trivial since it might depend on a race condition that is triggered in a certain interleaving of driver execution and incoming interrupts from the I/O device. However, if the execution is recorded, it can be simply replayed and analyzed (e.g., with GDB). What is extremely useful about this technique is that the replay of the driver does not even require having access to the actual mobile system. Therefore, anyone with access to a virtual machine can replay the device driver execution and analyze it.

While any virtual machine record-and-replay can be used in Charm, we have implemented our own solution. It records all the interactions of the driver with the remote I/O device in the hypervisor and then replays them when needed.

2.3 Fuzzing

Fuzzing is a dynamic analysis technique that attempts to find bugs in a software module under test by providing various inputs to the module. In case of device drivers, the input to the driver is through system calls, such as ioctl and read system calls. While fuzzing is an effective technique to find bugs in software, it often suffers from low code coverage when inputs are randomly selected. Therefore, to increase coverage, feedback-guided fuzzing techniques collect execution information and use that to guide the input generation process. One such fuzzing tool is kAFL [65], which uses the hypervisor to collect execution information of the virtual machine by leveraging the Intel Processor Tracer (PT) hardware. Using kAFL to fuzz the device drivers of mobile systems
is currently impossible because most of the commodity mobile devices use ARM processors, which do not have the Intel PT hardware. Moreover, hypervisor support is not enabled on these systems. However, by running the driver in a virtual machine in an x86 machine, Charm enables the use of kAFL.

Another such fuzzing tool, which is capable of fuzzing kernel-based device drivers, is Syzkaller [7], recently released by Google. Syzkaller uses a compiler-based coverage information collector, i.e., KCOV [4], and use that to guide its input generation. Since the coverage information collector is inserted into the kernel using the compiler, it is possible to use Syzkaller to directly fuzz the device driver running inside a mobile system. Yet, using Syzkaller with Charm provides three important advantages. First, Syzkaller can benefit from other dynamic analysis techniques only available for virtual machines. Specifically, record-and-replay can facilitate the analysis of the bugs triggered by Syzkaller, as discussed earlier.

Second, it is easier to leverage new kernel sanitizers of Syzkaller in a virtual machine compared to a mobile system. Kernel sanitizers instrument the kernel at compile time to allow Syzkaller to find non-crash bugs by monitoring the execution of the kernel. Examples are KASAN [9], which finds use-after-free and out-of-bounds memory bugs, KTSAN [11], which detects data races, KMSAN [10], which detects the use of uninitialized memory, and KUBSAN [12], which detects undefined behavior. Unfortunately, these sanitizers are not often supported in the kernel of mobile systems. To the best of our knowledge, only the Google Pixel smartphone’s kernel supports KASAN [16]. In contrast, in Charm, one can simply choose a virtual machine kernel with support for these sanitizers. For example, we show that we can easily use KASAN in Charm by simply porting our drivers to a KASAN-enabled virtual machine kernel.

Finally, Syzkaller can more effectively capture and analyze crash bugs when fuzzing a virtual machine compared to a mobile system. Syzkaller reads the kernel logs of the operating system through its “console”. It needs the kernel logs at the moment of the crash to capture the dump stack. The console of the virtual machine is reliably available by the hypervisor at the time of a crash. On the other hand, getting the console messages from a mobile system at the time of the crash is more challenging and requires a specialized adapter [8], which is not available to all analysts and is not easy to use. Indeed, kernel developers are familiar with the difficulty of having to use a serial cable on a desktop or laptop to get the last-second console messages from a crashing kernel in order to be able to debug the crash. Getting the console logs from a crashing mobile system is as challenging, if not more. When such debugging hardware is not available, one can try to read the kernel messages through the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) interface, the main interface used over USB for communication to Android mobile systems. Unfortunately, the interface cannot deliver the kernel crash logs since the ADB daemon on the phone crashes as well. One can attempt to read the crash logs after the mobile system reboots, but crash logs are not always available after reboot since a crash might corrupt the kernel, hindering its ability to flush the console to storage. These challenges are also confirmed by the Syzkaller’s developers: “Android Serial Cable or Suzy-Q device to capture console output is preferable but optional. Syzkaller can work with normal USB cable as well, but that can be somewhat unreliable and turn lots of crashes into lost connection to test machine crashes with no additional info” [8]. Running the device driver in a virtual machine significantly alleviates this problem.

In our prototype, we use Syzkaller as one of the analysis tools used on top of Charm. We choose Syzkaller in order to be able to compare its performance with that of fuzzing directly on mobile systems. However, note that Charm can also support a fuzzer such as kAFL, which is impossible to use directly on a mobile system.

3 Overview

Our goal in this work is to facilitate the application of existing dynamic analysis techniques to mobile I/O device drivers.

3.1 Straw-man Approaches

Before describing our solution, we discuss two straw-man approaches that attempt to run a device driver inside a virtual machine. The first approach is to try to run the device driver in an existing virtual machine in a workstation (without the solutions presented by Charm). Unfortunately, this approach does not work out of the box since the driver requires access to the I/O device hardware in the mobile system. As a result, at boot time, the driver will not get initialized by the kernel since the kernel does not see the I/O device. If forced (e.g., by forcing the call to initialize the driver), the driver will immediately throw an error (since it will not be able to interact with the I/O device hardware), potentially resulting in a kernel panic in the virtual machine.

In this case, one might wonder whether we can emulate the I/O device hardware for the virtual machine in software. Unfortunately, doing so requires prohibitive engineering effort due to the diversity of I/O devices in mobile systems today.

The second approach is to run the device driver in a virtual machine in the mobile system and use the direct device assignment technique [21,24,43,53,54] (also
known as device passthrough) to enable the virtual machine to access the underlying I/O device. This approach suffers from two important limitations. First, existing implementations of direct device assignment mainly support PCI devices common in x86 workstations, but not I/O devices of mobile systems. Second, running a hardware-based virtual machine within commodity mobile systems is impossible. While many mobile systems today incorporate ARM processor with hardware virtualization support, the hypervisor mode is disabled on these devices to prevent its use by rootkits. This leaves us with the option of software-based virtualization, which suffers from poor performance.

### 3.2 Charm’s Approach

We present Charm, a system solution to facilitate the dynamic analysis of device drivers of mobile systems. Charm decouples the execution of the device driver from the mobile system hardware. That is, it enables the device driver to run in a virtual machine on a different physical machine, i.e., a workstation.

As mentioned earlier, a device driver needs access to its I/O device for correct execution. Our key idea to achieve this in Charm is to reuse the physical I/O devices through remote device driver execution. That is, we connect the physical mobile system directly to the workstation with a USB cable. The device driver executes fully in the workstation and only the infrequent low-level I/O operations are forwarded and executed on the physical mobile system.

In Charm, the latency of remoting the low-level I/O operations to the mobile system is of critical importance. High latency would result in various time-out problems in the device driver or I/O device. First, device drivers often wait for a bounded period of time for a response from the I/O device. In case the response comes later than expected, the device driver triggers a time-out error. Second, the I/O device might require timely reads and writes to registers. For example, after the device triggers an interrupt, it might require the driver to clear the interrupt (by writing to a register) in a short period of time. If not, the device might re-trigger the interrupt, potentially repeatedly.

In Charm, we leverage an x86 virtual machine in the workstation to execute the device driver. Given that mobile systems use ARM processors, one might wonder why we do not use an ARM virtual machine. Indeed, in our first prototype of Charm, we used a QEMU ARM virtual machine with ARM-to-x86 instruction interpretation on our x86-based workstation and implemented Charm fully in QEMU. Unfortunately, the overhead of instruction interpretation slowed the execution down to a point that our device drivers triggered various time-out errors. This made us realize that native execution is needed to meet the device driver’s latency requirements, and hence we used a hardware-virtualized x86 virtual machine and reimplemented Charm in KVM.

Note that it is possible to use an ARM workstation in order to have native ARM execution for the Charm’s virtual machine. However, while x86 workstations are easily available, ARM workstations are not yet commonplace. Therefore, we did not adopt this approach since we want Charm to be available to security analysts immediately.

### 3.3 Potential Concerns

There are two potential concerns with Charm’s design. Fortunately, as we will report in our evaluation, we have managed to show that Charm overcomes both concerns. The first concern is potentially poor performance. Remoting I/O operations can significantly slow down the execution of the device driver. This can result in incorrect behavior due to time-outs. Even if there are no time-outs, it can slow down the dynamic analysis’ execution, e.g., fuzzing time. In this paper, we show that by leveraging native execution of an x86 processor and a customized low-latency USB channel, we can not only eliminate time-outs but also achieve performance on par with the execution of the analysis running directly on the mobile system.

The second concern is that the disparity between the ARM Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) used in mobile systems vs. the x86 ISA used in the virtual machine may result in incorrect device driver behavior, which can affect the analysis, e.g., false positives in bugs detected by a fuzzer. Fortunately, as we will show, that is not the case. For example, we have not yet encountered a confirmed false positive bug detected by Charm. Moreover, we have verified that several Proof-of-Concept codes (PoC’s) publicly reported for a device driver are also effective in Charm. The reason behind this is that device drivers are written almost fully in C and they suffer from bugs in the source code, which are effective regardless of the ISA that they are compiled to. We do, however, note that “compiler bugs”, e.g., undefined behavior bugs [70], can show different behavior in the mobile system vs. Charm. This is because a compiler bug present in a C x86 compiler might not be present in a C ARM compiler, and vice versa. Therefore, Charm might result in false compiler bug reports (although we have not yet come across one). However, note that bugs due to undefined behavior are not necessarily false positives since they happen due to the driver code wrongly relying on an undefined behavior of the language. Finally, Charm might result in false negatives for ARM compiler bugs as well.
4 Remote Device Driver Execution

The key enabling technique in Charm is the remote execution of mobile I/O device drivers. In this technique, we run the device driver in a virtual machine in the workstation. We then intercept the low-level interactions of the driver with the hardware interface of the I/O device and route them to the actual mobile system through a USB channel. Similarly, interrupts from the I/O device in the mobile system are routed to the device driver in the virtual machine. Figure 2 illustrates this technique. We will next elaborate on the solution’s details.

4.1 Device and Device Driver Interactions

The remote device driver technique requires us to execute the device driver in a different physical machine from the one hosting the I/O device. At first glance, this sounds like an impossible task. The device driver interacts very closely with the underlying hardware in the mobile system. Therefore, this raises the question: is remote execution of a device driver even possible? We answer this question positively in this paper. To achieve this, a stub module in the workstation’s hypervisor communicates with a stub module in the mobile system to support the device driver’s interactions with its hardware. These interactions are three-fold: accesses to the registers of the I/O device, interrupts, and Direct Memory Access (DMA). Charm currently supports the first two. We will demonstrate that these two are enough to port and execute many device drivers remotely. In §8, we will discuss how we plan to support DMA in the future.

Register accesses. Using the hypervisor in the workstation, we intercept the accesses of the device driver to its registers. Upon a register write, we forward the value to be written to the stub in the mobile system. Upon a register read, we send a read request to the stub module, receive the response, and return it to the device driver in the virtual machine.

Interrupts. The stub module in the mobile system registers an interrupt handler on behalf of the remote driver. Whenever the corresponding I/O device in the mobile system triggers an interrupt, the mobile stub forwards the interrupt to the stub in the workstation, which then injects it into the virtual machine for the device driver to handle.

4.2 Device Driver Initialization

For the device driver to get initialized in the kernel of the virtual machine, the kernel must detect the corresponding I/O device in the system. Therefore, for a remote device driver to get initialized in the virtual machine, we must enable the kernel of the virtual machine to “detect” the corresponding I/O device as being connected to the virtual machine. ARM and x86 machines use different approach for I/O device detection. In an ARM machine, a device tree is used, which is a software manifest containing the list of hardware components in the system. In this machine, the kernel parses the device tree at boot time and initializes the corresponding device drivers. In an x86 machine, hardware detection is mainly used through the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI). In an x86 virtual machine, the ACPI interface is emulated by the hypervisor.

The first solution that we considered was to add a remote I/O device to the hypervisor’s ACPI emulation layer so that the virtual machine kernel can detect it. However, this solution would require significant engineering effort to translate the device tree entries into ACPI devices. Therefore, we take a different approach. We have the x86 kernel parse and use device trees as well. That is, we first allow the kernel to finish its ACPI-based device detection. After that, the kernel parses the
device tree to detect the remote I/O devices. This significantly reduces the engineering effort. To support the initialization of a new device driver, we only need to copy the device tree entries corresponding to the I/O device of interest from the device tree of the mobile system to that of the virtual machine.

4.3 Low-Latency USB Channel

We use USB for connecting the mobile system to the workstation as USB is the most commonly used connection for mobile systems. USB provides adequate bandwidth for our use cases. For example, the USB 3.0 standard (used in modern mobile systems) can handle up to 5 Gbps.

In Charm, in addition to bandwidth, the latency of the channel between the workstation and the mobile system is of utmost importance. High latency can result in time-out problems in both the I/O device and the device driver. In our initial prototypes of Charm, we experienced various time-out problems in the device driver and I/O device due to high latency of our initial channel implementation. In this prototype, we used a TCP-based socket over the ADB interface. However, our measurements showed that this connection introduces a large delay (about one to two milliseconds for a round trip). This latency is due to several user space/kernel crossings both in the virtual machine and mobile system. To address this problem, we implement a low-level and customized USB channel for Charm. In this channel, we create a USB gadget interface [13] for Charm and attach five endpoints to this interface. Two endpoints are used for bidirectional communication for register accesses. Two endpoints are used for bidirectional communication for RPC calls (explained in §4.4). And the last endpoint is used for unidirectional communication for interrupts (from the mobile system to the workstation). Both in the mobile system and in the workstation, our stub modules read and write to these endpoints directly in the kernel (the host operating system kernel in the case of the workstation) hence avoiding costly user/kernel crossings. Therefore, this channel eliminates all user space/kernel crossings, significantly reducing the latency.

To further minimize the latency of communication over this channel, we perform an optimization: write batching. That is, we batch consecutive register writes by simply sending the write request over the USB channel and receiving the acknowledgment asynchronously, hence removing the wait-for-ack latency between these consecutive writes.

4.4 Dependencies

A device driver does not merely interact with the I/O device hardware interface. It often interacts with other kernel modules in the mobile system. We use two solutions for resolving these dependencies. First, if a kernel module is not needed on the mobile system itself, we move that module to the workstation virtual machine as well. The more modules that are moved to the virtual machine, the better we can analyze the device driver behavior. Consider fuzzing as an example. Fuzzing the device driver in the virtual machine will manage to also find bugs in these other modules if they are moved to the virtual machine. An example of a dependent module that we move the virtual machine is the bus driver. Many I/O devices are connected to the main system bus in the System-on-a-Chip (SoC) via a peripheral bus. In this case, the device driver does not directly interact with its own I/O device. Instead, it uses the bus driver API.

Second, if a module is needed on the mobile system, we keep the module in the mobile system and implement a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface for the driver in the virtual machine to communicate with it. We have identified the minimal set of kernel modules that cannot be moved to the virtual machine. We refer to these modules as “resident modules”. These modules (which include power and clock management system, pin controller hardware, and GPIO) are in charge of hardware components that are needed to boot the mobile system and configure the USB interface. We refer to these hardware components as “resident hardware”. Figure 2b illustrates this design.

Note that we implement Charm’s RPC interface at the boundary of generic kernel APIs. More specifically, we use the generic kernel power management, clock management, pin controller, and GPIO API for RPC. This allows for the portability of the RPC interface. That is, since the kernel of all Android-based mobile systems leverage mostly the same API (although different kernel versions might have slightly different API), Charm’s RPC implementation can be simply ported, requiring minimal engineering effort.

4.5 Porting a Device Driver to Charm

Supporting a new driver in Charm requires porting the driver to Charm. At its core, this is similar to porting a driver from one Linux kernel to another, e.g., porting a driver to a different Linux kernel version or to the kernel used in a different platform. Device driver developers are familiar with this task. Therefore, we believe that porting a driver to Charm will be a routine task for driver developers. Moreover, we show, through our evaluation, that non-driver developers should also be able to perform
the port as long as they have some knowledge about kernel programming, which we believe is a requirement for security analysts working on kernel vulnerabilities.

Porting a device driver to run in Charm requires the following steps. The first step is to add the device driver to the kernel of the virtual machine in Charm. This requires copying the device driver source files to the kernel source tree and compiling them. Moreover, if the device driver has movable dependencies, e.g., a bus driver, the dependent modules must be similarly moved to the virtual machine kernel. One might face two challenges here. The first challenge is that the virtual machine kernel might have different core Linux API compared to the kernel of the mobile system. To solve this challenge, it is best to use a virtual machine kernel as close in version to the kernel of the mobile system as possible. This might not fully solve the incompatibilities. Hence, for the left-over issues, small changes to the driver might be needed. We have faced very few such cases in practice. For example, when porting the Nexus 6P GPU driver, we noticed that the Linux memory shrinker API in the virtual machine kernel is slightly different than that of the smartphone. We addressed this by mainly modifying one function implementation. The second challenge is potential incompatibilities due to the virtual machine kernel being compiled for x86 rather than ARM. This is due to the potential use of architecture-specific constants and API in the driver. To solve these, it is best to support the ARM constants and API in the x86-specific part of the Linux kernel instead of modifying the driver. We have faced a couple of such cases. For example, Linux x86 support does not provide the kmap_atomic_flush_unused() API, which is supported in ARM and hence used in some drivers. Therefore, this function needs to be added and implemented in Charm.

The second step is to configure the driver to run in the virtual machine given that the actual I/O device hardware is not present. To do this, the device tree entries corresponding to the I/O device hardware must be moved from the mobile system’s device tree to that of the virtual machine (as discussed in §4.2). In doing so, dependent device tree entries, such as the bus entry, must be moved too.

The third step is to configure Charm to remote the I/O operations of the driver to the corresponding mobile system. This includes determining the physical addresses of register pages of the corresponding I/O device (easily determined using the device tree of the mobile system) as well as setting up the required RPC interfaces for interactions with modules in the mobile system. The latter can be time-consuming. Fortunately, it is a one-time effort since the RPC interface is built on top of generic Linux API shared across all Linux-based mobile systems (as mentioned in §4.4). Hence, many of the RPC interfaces can simply be reused.

The last step is to configure the mobile system to handle the remoted operations. This needs to be done in two sub-steps. First, Charm’s stub needs to be ported to the kernel of the mobile system. This step is trivial and requires adding a kernel module and configuring the USB interface to work with the module. Second, the device drivers that are ported to the virtual machine must be disabled in the mobile system (since we cannot have two device drivers managing the same I/O device). This is easily done by disabling the device driver in the kernel build process. Alternatively, one can remove the corresponding device tree entries of the I/O device from the mobile system’s device tree.

## 5 Implementation & Prototype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile System</th>
<th>I/O Device</th>
<th>Device driver LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LG Nexus 5X</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Nexus 5X</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>31,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei Nexus 6P</td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S7</td>
<td>IMU Sensors (accelerometer, compass, gyroscope)</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Device drivers currently supported in Charm.

We have ported 4 device drivers to Charm: the camera and audio device drivers of LG Nexus 5X, the GPU device driver of Huawei Nexus 6P, and the IMU sensor driver of Samsung Galaxy S7. Table 1 provides more details about these drivers. It shows that these drivers, altogether, constitute 129,000 LoC. We extract these drivers from LineageOS sources for each of the phones. The Linux kernel versions of the operating system for Nexus 5X, Nexus 6P, and Galaxy S7 are 3.10.73, 3.10.73, and 3.18.14. We port these drivers to a virtual machine running Android Goldfish operating system with Linux kernel version 3.18.94.

As mentioned in §4.1, we do not currently support DMA operations. DMA is often used for data movement between CPU and I/O devices. Therefore, the lack of DMA support does not mostly affect the behavior of the driver; it only affect the data of I/O device (e.g., a captured camera frame). However, this is not always the case, and DMA can be used for programming the I/O device as well. One device driver that does so is the GPU driver. It uses DMA to program the GPU’s command streamer with commands to execute. We cannot currently support this part of the GPU driver, and we hence disable the programming of the command streamer in the driver. Regardless, we show in §6.2 and §6.4 that we can still effectively fuzz the device driver and even find bugs.

We use a workstation in our prototype consist-
We report the time it took one of the authors to port the GPU driver of Nexus 6P and the IMU sensor driver of Samsung Galaxy S7. This author ported these drivers to Charm after the implementation of Charm was almost complete, hence he could mainly focus on the port itself.

The port of these two drivers was mainly performed by a different author from the author who ported the first two drivers (i.e., camera and audio drivers of Nexus 5X). Therefore, this author had to learn about the port process in addition to performing the port. These two new drivers are each on a different smartphone compared to Nexus 5X used for camera and audio drivers. Therefore, the port of these drivers required adding Charm’s component to these smartphones’ kernels as well.

It took the author less than one week to port the GPU driver and, after that, about 2 days to port the sensor driver. This author is familiar with kernel programming and device drivers. We believe that this is the profile of a security analyst who works on device drivers.

6.2 Performance

Charm adds noticeable latency to every remoted operation (i.e., register accesses, interrupts, and interactions with the resident modules as discussed in §4.4). Therefore, one might wonder if Charm impacts the performance of the device driver significantly.

To evaluate the performance of the device driver, we perform two experiments. In the first experiment, we use the Syzkaller fuzzing framework. That is, we configure Syzkaller to fuzz the driver by issuing a large number of syscalls to the camera driver of Nexus 5X both directly in the mobile system and in Charm. Syzkaller operates by creating “programs”, which are ensembles of a set of syscalls for the driver, and then executing these programs. We run Syzkaller for one hour in each experiment and measure the number of executed programs as well as the code coverage.

Figure 3a shows the results for the number of executed programs per minute. We show the results for 4 setups: LVM, MVM, HVM, and Phone. The first three setups (standing for Light-weight VM, Medium-weigh VM, and Heavy-weight VM) represent fuzzing the device driver in Charm while the last one represents fuzzing the device driver directly on the Nexus 5X smartphone. LVM is a virtual machine with 1 core and 1 GB of memory. MVM is a virtual machine with 6 cores and about 2 GB of memory (similar to the specs of the Nexus 5X). HVM is a virtual machine with 16 cores and 16 GB of memory. Moreover, we configure Syzkaller to launch as many fuzzer processes (one of the configuration options of the framework that controls the degree of concurrency) as the number of cores. The results show that MVM achieves the best performance amongst the virtual machine setups. It outperforms the LVM due to availability of more resources needed for execution of fuzzing
programs. It also slightly outperforms the HVM. We believe that this is due to the high level of concurrency in the HVM experiment, which negatively impacts the performance. Finally, the results also show that MVM and HVM slightly outperform the phone’s performance. This result is important: it shows that Charm’s remote device driver execution does not negatively impact the performance of the driver and hence the driver can be used for various analysis purposes.

Figure 3b also shows the code coverage of the fuzzing experiments. It shows the coverage for the camera device driver and the rest of the kernel. The results show that Charm achieves similar code coverage in the driver compared to fuzzing directly on the smartphone. Note that the results show that the coverage in the rest of the kernel is different in Charm and in the smartphone. This is because the kernel in these two setups are different. While they are close in version, one is for x86 and one is for ARM and hence the coverage in the rest of the kernel cannot be directly compared in these setups.

In the second experiment, we choose a benchmark that significantly stresses Charm: the initialization of the camera driver in Nexus 5X. This initialization phase, among others, reads a large amount of data from an EEPROM chip used to store camera filters and causes many remote I/O operations (about 8800). We measure the driver’s initialization time on the smartphone and in MVM to be 555 ms and 1760 ms, respectively. This shows that I/O-heavy benchmarks can slow down the performance of the driver in Charm. Yet, we do not anticipate this to be the case for many dynamic analysis tools that we target for Charm, including fuzzing (as seen previously).

6.3 Record-and-Replay

We demonstrate the feasibility of record-and-replay in Charm. As mentioned in §2.2, we implement a simple record-and-replay solution for Charm. It only records and replays the interactions of the device drivers and the I/O device (including register accesses and interrupts). Replaying register accesses is simple: a write access is simply ignored while a read access receives a value from the recorded log. Replaying interrupts is done by injecting the interrupt after observing all the preceding register accesses. Our simple record-and-replay implementation does not support concurrent execution of threads within the driver.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Charm’s record-and-replay, we record the execution of a PoC (related to bug #2 discussed in §6.4). We are then able to successfully replay the execution of the PoC and its interactions with the device driver without requiring a mobile system. Such a replay capability is significant help to understanding this bug.

We also evaluate the overhead of recording and the execution speed of the replay. For this purpose, we record the initialization phase of the camera device driver in Nexus 5X and successfully replay it without needing a Nexus 5X smartphone. We measure the recorded initialization and the replayed initialization to take 1843 ms and 344 ms, respectively. As mentioned in the previous section, the normal initialization of this driver in Charm takes 1760 ms. The results show that (i) recording does not add significant overhead to Charm’s execution and (ii) the replay is much faster than the normal execution (indeed, the replay is even faster than the initialization time on the smartphone itself, which is 555 ms). The latter finding is important: replay accelerates the analysis, e.g., for that of a PoC.

6.4 Bug Finding

We investigate whether Charm can be used to effectively find bugs in device drivers. We use Syzkaller for this purpose and fuzz the drivers supported in Charm. One key question that we would like to answer is whether using an x86 virtual machine for a mobile I/O device driver would result in a large number of false positives, which can make the fuzzing more difficult for the analyst as s/he will have to filter out these false positives manually.

Table 2 shows the list of 25 bugs that we have found in the camera and GPU drivers (we did not find any bugs in the other drivers). The table also shows that we confirmed the correctness of these bugs through various methods (i.e., developing a PoC, checking against the latest driver commits, and manual inspection). We use PoC development and manual inspection to confirm the bugs.
that we detect in the latest version of the drivers (many of which we have reported). However, in addition to the latest version of the drivers, we also fuzz slightly older versions of them (i.e., not the latest publicly available commit of the driver). This allows us to check the bugs detected by Syzklrern against the latest patches and confirm their validity. We label the bugs confirmed using this method as LC in Table 2. More specifically, by looking at the latest version of the driver, we can find a patch for the bug, which confirms its validity. We find the correct patch using its commit message as well as the location in the code to which the patch is applied.

We also port the camera driver to a KASAN-enabled virtual machine for fuzzing with this sanitizer. KASAN detected one out-of-bounds bug and one use-after-free bug in the camera driver (bug #1 and bug #13 in Table 2). This shows an advantage of Charm. Not only it facilitates fuzzing, it enables newer features of the fuzzer that is not currently supported in the kernel of the mobile system.

Our analysis showed that these bugs belong to 7 categories: one unaligned access to I/O device registers, 19 NULL pointer dereferences, one invalid pointer dereference, one use-after-free, one out-of-bounds access, one divide-by-zero, and one explicit BUG() statement in the driver.

Fuzzing with Charm uncovered 14 previously unknown bugs. We have managed to develop PoCs for many of these bugs and reported nine of them to kernel developers already. The developers have acknowledged our reports, assigned a P2-level severity [6] to them, and are analyzing several of them at the time of this writing. They have already closed our reports for two of the bugs for which we did not have a PoC (bugs #13 and #22) and for one that they believe is not a security bug (bug #2).

Note that 3 of our PoCs do not trigger the same bug in the mobile system itself. We investigated the reasons behind this. For bug #14, the PoC rely on some prior device driver’s system calls not being issued. On the mobile system, the user space camera service issues these system calls at boot time hence preventing the bug to be triggered afterwards. In Charm, however, we do not execute the user space camera service, allowing us to find the bug. We leave this to the user of the system to decide whether s/he wants to initialize the user space camera service in Charm, in which case such bugs would not be triggered by the fuzzer. We also studied a similar issue for bugs #23 and #24, which are also triggered in Charm (but not in the mobile system) for a similar reason.

We believe that these results demonstrate that Charm can be used to effectively find correct bugs in device drivers through fuzzing. However, note that false positives are possible either as a result of x86 compiler bugs or an incomplete driver port. For example, as mentioned in §5, we have not supported the DMA functionalities of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device driver</th>
<th>Bug type</th>
<th>Confirmed? (How?)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Out-of-bounds memory access in msm_actuator_parse_i2c_params (Detected by KASAN)</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Unaligned reg access in msm_zsp_send_hw_cmd() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_actuator_subdev_ioctl()</td>
<td>Yes (PoC, LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_flash_init()</td>
<td>Yes (PoC, LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_actuator_parse_i2c_param()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_get_irq_mask()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_get_irq_isr()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Invalid ptr deref. in cpp_close_node()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_ksp_isp_private_ioctl() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_process_hal_irq()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zspi_gspi_irq()</td>
<td>Yes (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_get_irq_isr() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Use-after-free in msm_zsp_cfg_aaxi_stream (Detected by KASAN) (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (MI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_aaxi_xcl_load_aami() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_aaxi_ab() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_zfe_ab() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in msm_zfe44_set_stats() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Divide-by-zero in msm_zsp_calculate_bandwidth() (Reported to kernel developers)</td>
<td>Yes (MI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in kset_cmdbatch_create()</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>NULL ptr deref. in kset_cmdbatch_destroy()</td>
<td>Yes (PoC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>kernel BUG triggered in adreno_drawtxtx_detach()</td>
<td>Yes (MI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Bugs found in device drivers through fuzzing with Charm. MI and LC refer to confirming the bug by Manual Inspection and by checking the driver’s Latest Commits, respectively.
the GPU driver. This can result in false positives. In addition, false negative bugs are possible either for ARM compiler bugs or due to execution in a virtual machine, which might affect some characteristics of driver execution, such as timing. As a result, there might be real bugs (e.g., timing sensitive bugs), which we did not find using Charm.

6.5 Analyzing Vulnerabilities with GDB

Charm enables us to use GDB to analyze vulnerabilities in device drivers. To demonstrate this, we have analyzed three publicly reported vulnerabilities in the Nexus 5X camera driver: CVE-2016-2501, CVE-2016-3903, and CVE-2016-2061. We leverage the available PoCs in our analysis. The PoCs crash the kernel using the reported vulnerability. We use the kernel crash dump to identify the crash site. We then insert a breakpoint before the crash site in a GDB session to investigate the root cause of the crash. Since we compile the driver and kernel with debugging information, GDB can also display source lines, making the debugging much easier.

CVE-2016-3903. The vulnerable code is shown in Figure 4a. The crash site is at line 11 (in function `msm_csid_cid_lut()`). At a first glance, this appears to be an out-of-bounds access bug, but our investigation (described next) showed that this is a use-after-free bug. We performed our investigation as follows. By using a watchpoint, we find that the index variable `i` at the crash site is always within a normal range (and not negative). We then try to inspect other pointer values at the crash site with GDB and finally identify that `vc_cfg[i]` holds an invalid address. To trace the origin of the array `vc_cfg`, we utilize watchpoints to trace its parent structure `csid_lut_params` and finally locate another function, `msm_csid_cmd`, which is responsible for initializing the structure. By single-stepping through the initialization code, we find that if an error occurs during the `vc_cfg` initialization at line 2, it will be freed at line 4 and then the initialization loop will terminate at line 6. However, the function call at line 10 will continue to use the `csid_params` structure regardless of its `vc_cfg` subfield having been freed, thus causing a use-after-free vulnerability.

CVE-2016-2501. The vulnerable code is shown in Figure 4b. The crash site is at line 5. When the breakpoint at the crash site is triggered, we can infer that it is likely an out-of-bounds array access. Next, we set a watchpoint for the index variable `step_index`, tracing its value change. Indeed, its value is negative when the crash occurs. Upon a closer look, as a loop index, it is compared against `step_boundary` at line 3, which is a 16-bit register holding the value of 0xffff. However, `step_index` is a signed integer and can take negative values before it reaches 0xffff to terminate the loop (note that the comparison is unsigned). Therefore, when it is used as array index at line 5, out-of-bounds access occurs. In the end, we also set a watchpoint for `step_boundary` and find that its value comes from a function argument passed from user space, which is untrusted.

CVE-2016-2061. The vulnerable code is shown in
Figure 4c. A first glance at the crash site suggests a possibility that `memset()` at line 5 zeroes an invalid memory region, which causes the kernel crash. Indeed, by inspecting the various variable values involved in the crash at the crash site, we find that `i` takes a negative value as an array index, leading to an out-of-bounds access. To fully understand why `i` can be negative, we trace it back with the help of watchpoints and find that the value of `i` comes from a user controlled parameter (line 1). Besides, the sanity check at line 2 cannot filter the negative `i`, unfortunately. We then find out that this is a critical vulnerability. This is because starting from line 6, the right side of the assignment statements is also controlled by a parameter `stream_cfg_cmd` originated in user space. Together with the user controlled index variable `i`, this vulnerability becomes an ideal target for privilege escalation, which we show we can achieve next.

### 6.6 Building a Driver Exploit using GDB

Our analysis in the previous subsection show that CVE-2016-2061 can be potentially used for a full compromise of the kernel given that it can perform write operations at unintended locations. To further demonstrate the capabilities of Charm, we use GDB on the driver code and attempt to develop an exploit against it.

The first step is to check if the “vulnerable object” (`struct vfe_device`, where the out-of-bounds write occurs) is a kernel heap or stack object. With GDB, we are able to confirm that it is allocated using `kzalloc()`, indicating that it is a heap object. To gain the ability of arbitrary code execution from heap-related vulnerabilities, we attempt heap feng shui [40, 55], which is a technique to arrange the heap layout in a deterministic fashion to facilitate the write operation. However, this vulnerability only allows a very limited form of write. First of all, it cannot write to absolute addresses (only relative addresses to the base of an object). Secondly, when it writes, 480 bytes are written continuously (most are 0s due to the `memset()` at line 5), with only a few fields controlled by the attacker. Such a large memory footprint can destroy the integrity of data stored nearby and cause a kernel crash.

To address the first problem, we borrow the heap feng shui idea from the exploit of CVE-2017-7308 [5] to precisely co-locate the “vulnerable object” with one or more “target objects” (where one of their function pointer fields is the target for overwriting). To verify the feasibility of this approach, we use GDB to track the location of the vulnerable object. It turns out that the object is allocated in the beginning when the kernel boots, as part of the driver initialization procedure. In addition, its address changes from boot to boot, making it difficult to predict. When we attempt to allocate target objects (e.g., `struct sock`), their addresses shown by GDB are never close to the vulnerable object, due to the fact that they are allocated much later after the kernel boots completely. This means that the strategy of precisely co-locating the objects is not feasible. However, from GDB, we do notice that the address ranges of the vulnerable object and target objects more or less stay the same. This means that we can potentially spray a large number of target objects and try to arrange the target objects to be at a desired offset from the vulnerable object.

To address the second problem, where a 480-byte overwrite may crash the kernel unintentionally, it is necessary to know the size of the target object and how likely they will align with the vulnerable object. As it turns out, the vulnerable object is always at the start of a page. After exhausting the slab caches, we know that target objects (we use `struct inet_sock` which has a size of 896 bytes) are allocated in blocks whose addresses are aligned to be multiples of 4 pages. This allows us to calculate the desired offset at which the write should occur, where the `sk_destruct` function pointer can be overwritten. As a proof-of-concept, we use GDB to ensure that the target objects can indeed fall in the desired address range. By calling `close()` on the socket from user space, we can indeed cause the kernel to jump to any arbitrary location to execute code. Otherwise, we can simply spray enough objects and hope that the write will probabilistically succeed. Alternatively, we need a kernel arbitrary read vulnerability (similar to what Meltdown [52] provides) so that the attack can be deterministic.

Still, we need to make sure that the 480-byte overwrite does not crash the kernel. After all, the function pointer is towards the end of the `struct inet_sock` object, and the 480-byte overwrite will corrupt the next object adjacent to it. Fortunately, since we know `struct inet_sock` objects are allocated sequentially from low addresses to high addresses in a block, we can simply iterate the `close()` on each and every socket from user space and stop as soon as we notice a redirection of the control flow, ensuring that no one will touch the corrupted object.

### 7 Related Work

#### 7.1 Remote I/O Access

The closest to our work are Avatar [77] and SURROGATES [50], solutions for dynamic analysis of binary firmware in embedded devices, such as a hard disk bootloader, a wireless sensor node, and a mobile phone baseband chip. Since performing analysis in embedded devices is difficult, they execute the firmware in an emulator and forward the low-level memory accesses (includ-
ing I/O operation) to the embedded device. The remoting boundary in these solutions is similar to the boundary used in Charm. However, they focus on very different software and hardware. More specifically, they focus on binary firmware of embedded devices whereas Charm focuses on open source device drivers of mobile systems. Moreover, the connections to the embedded devices are low-bandwidth UART or JTAG interfaces in Avatar and a custom FPGA bridge in SURROGATES. In contrast, Charm uses a USB interface. This, in turn, results in different underlying techniques used in these systems. First, in its full separation mode, Avatar forwards all memory accesses to the embedded device, unlike Charm that ports the device driver fully to the virtual machine and only forwards I/O accesses. This results in poor performance in Avatar unlike Charm, which achieves performance on par with that of native mobile execution. To optimize, Avatar uses heuristics to perform some memory access locally. It also executes some or all of the firmware code directly on the embedded device. In contrast, Charm runs all the device driver code in the virtual machine. And for performance optimizations, it devises a custom low-latency USB channel and leverages the native execution speed of x86 processors. SURROGATES, on the other hand, tries to overcome the performance bottleneck in Avatar using a custom FPGA bridge that connects the host machine’s PCI Express interface to the embedded device under test. In contrast, Charm does not require custom hardware. These technical differences also make these solutions useful for different analysis techniques. For example, Charm can fuzz the device driver fully in a virtual machine.

Other forms of remote I/O exists for mobile systems as well, such as Rio [22] and M+ [60]. The main difference between Charm and these systems is the boundary at which I/O operations are remoted. Rio uses the device file boundary and M+ uses the Android binder IPC boundary. In contrast, Charm uses the low-level software-hardware boundary. Therefore, Charm uniquely enables the remote execution of the device driver. In both Rio and M+, the device driver remains in the machine containing the I/O device.

Code offload has been an important topic in mobile computing research [35,38,44,45] in an effort to improve performance and reduce energy consumption. The idea is to offload heavy computation to a server to reduce the load on the mobile system itself. In Charm, in contrast, we “offload” the I/O operations from the workstation to real mobile systems.

7.2 Analysis of System Software

Over the years, many static and dynamic analysis solutions have been invented for a wide range of applications such as safety, reliability, and security. In recent years, popular analysis techniques include taint tracking [34,41,59,76], symbolic and concolic execution [27,28,30,31,39,73], unpacking and reverse engineering [47,49,74,79], malware sandboxing [3,25,71], and fuzzing [29,42,69,72].

Many of these analysis frameworks are built on top of the virtualization technology and can support full-system analysis, including the low-level code such as kernel and device drivers [33,34,59,75,76]. For instance, Panorama [76] and DroidScope [75] can analyze the entire Windows and Android operating systems, respectively. Aftersight [33] uses virtual machine replay to feed recorded logs from a production system to a testing system in real time where more expensive analysis is run. kAFL is a hardware-based feedback-driven kernel fuzzer [65]. It uses the Intel Processor Tracer (PT) to collect execution traces in the hypervisor and use that to guide the fuzzer. Diggool is a kernel vulnerability detection solution based on a customized hypervisor, which can monitor various events in the kernel such as memory allocation and thread scheduling. Keil et al. fuzz wireless device drivers in a QEMU virtual machine [48]. To enable the driver to run in a virtual machine, they emulate the wireless interface hardware in software. Dovgaluyt et al. perform reverse debugging of device drivers in a QEMU virtual machine. They use GDB as well as record-and-replay in their debugging. Unfortunately, none of these solutions can be applied to device drivers of mobile systems. They can only support system software running within a virtual machine, e.g., device drivers for emulated and virtualized I/O devices (including direct device assignment for PCI-based I/O devices). Charm addresses this problem and is complementary to all of these solutions. In other words, Charm enables all of these dynamic analysis solutions to be applied to device drivers of mobile systems as well.

Fuzzing is an effective dynamic analysis technique, which can be applied to the operating system kernel and device drivers as well. Peach Fuzzer fuzzes the device drivers by running a fuzzer in a separate physical machine than the one with the I/O device [17]. While superior to running the fuzzer and driver in the same machine, their approach suffers from similar challenges that Syzkaller suffers from when fuzzing a mobile system directly ($\S2.3$). Charm solves these problems by making it possible to run the device driver in a virtual machine.

In [57], Mendonça et al. fuzz the Wi-Fi interface card driver. They perform the fuzzing directly on a Windows Mobile Phone. In contrast, Charm enables the fuzzing to be performed in a virtual machine in a workstation, providing significant usability benefits.

DIFUZE automatically generates templates for fuzzing the kernel device drivers directly on mobile sys-
tems [36]. IMF improves input generation by inferring a model for the system under test [46]. It learns the model by inspecting how application use the APIs of this system. Skyfire deploys data driven seed generation to enable fuzzing deep parts of the code [67]. Charm approach is orthogonal and it can benefit from DIFUZE, IMF and Skyfire for template generation.

VUzzer boosts the fuzzing effectiveness using static analysis [63]. It helps the fuzzer to spend most of its time reaching deeper parts of the code. Bohme et al. introduced a directed greybox fuzzing technique, which encourages the fuzzer to trigger specified part of the code [26]. VUzzer and directed greybox fuzzing can be used alongside Charm to improve the code coverage.

Slowfuzz enables finding non-crash bugs [62]. Charm can benefit from Slowfuzz since it generally broadens the scope of the fuzzers’ use cases.

The diversity of device drivers and their direct interactions with physical I/O devices create challenges for dynamic analysis. Static analysis, therefore, has been extensively used on device drivers [23, 32, 61]. Examples are symbolic execution solutions such as in SymDrive [64], S2E [30, 31], and DDT [51] and taint and pointer analyses such as in DR. CHECKER [56]. Static analysis has the benefit of eliminating the need for the presence of actual devices. However, static analysis tools cannot uncover all the bugs and vulnerabilities in the drivers. They can only detect those which the analyzer explicitly checks for. Moreover, static analysis solutions often suffer from large false positive rates due to imprecision.

Analysis of firmware running inside embedded devices faces similar challenges stemming from diversity as analysis of device drivers. Both static analysis [37] and dynamic analysis [66, 77] solutions have been used for firmware analysis as well. In contrast to this line of work, Charm focuses on modern mobile systems.

7.3 Mobile Testing

Several mobile testing frameworks have recently emerged. BareDroid analyzes Android apps directly on mobile systems [58]. SPOKE analyzes the access control policies of Android by running test cases directly on mobile systems [68]. The main motivation behind this line of work is that the system software of mobile systems are unique and device-specific and hence these tests cannot be simply performed on virtual machines. Our motivation is in line with these systems. However, directly analyzing the device drivers in mobile systems is challenging, as we extensively discussed in the paper. Therefore, we enable these device driver to execute in a virtual machine for enhanced analysis.

8 Limitations and Future Work

DMA. As mentioned in §4.1, Charm does not currently support DMA. We plan to support DMA by integrating a Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) implementation into our prototype. The memory pages accessed through DMA will be kept coherent by the DSM system. However, we might need to insert explicit update operations in the driver for performance optimization and in the mobile system’s kernel stub to notify the DSM system of the completion of DMA.

Closed source (binary) drivers. Charm does not currently support closed source (binary) device drivers. We plan to support these device drivers in the future. To do this, we plan to use ARM virtual machines (instead of x86 virtual machines used in this paper). We will either run this virtual machine in an ARM workstation or in an x86 server with a ARM-to-x86 interpreter (note that we will need to improve the performance of this interpreter to overcome the limitations mentioned in §3.2).

Automatic device driver porting. As we showed in our evaluations in §6.1, it takes time and engineering effort to port a new driver to Charm. We plan to build a framework for automatic porting of device drivers to Charm. In this framework, the security analyst will only need to provide the driver’s source code and the list of resident modules. The framework will implement all required RPCs and port the driver to Charm automatically.

9 Conclusions

We presented Charm, a system solution for running device drivers of mobile systems in a virtual machine running in a workstation. Charm enables application of various existing dynamic analysis solutions, e.g., interactive debugging, record-and-replay, and enhanced fuzzing to these device drivers. Our extensive evaluation showed that Charm can support various device drivers and mobile systems (e.g., 4 drivers of 3 different smartphones in our prototype), achieves decent performance, and is effective in enabling a security analyst to find, study, and analyze driver vulnerabilities and even build exploits.
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